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FULTON, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, JUNE 7, 1946

NUMBER TWENTY

Fulton Council In
Father Of Elder
Air-Minded Small
ilve Fulton County 4-H
Joe Kasnow Leaves
Toting Crutchfield
Session Monday Night
In
Dies
Houser
Towns Speed Growth
Club Girls Attend Junior
Fulton After Nearly
Woman Sticks Nail
Saturday
Paducah
Of Private Flying
Week At Lexington
Quarter Century Here
Engineer Starts Work on Staking
In Foot; Succumbs

t-

r

for Deeds In Drainage DbCharles L. Houser, 74, Paducah
The age of private flying is betrict of Harris Fork Creek
Five Fulton County 4-H Club
Joe Kasnow, well known merOlive. Lucile Veatch, 30, Crutchdied
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to check overflow conditions. Enat the Rally Day seems certain.
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birrawn in this section. She leaves here, and regret to break ties of
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guests of Mr. and Mrs. Gus Browd- fangled motor car was going to do Reaves.
City, Tenn., after a long illness.
Those attending from Fulton were Fulton business man has a neW
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Mr. and Mrs. Clarence French
to America.
Funeral serivces were held at Bib14. D. Stanfield, Harry Potter, C. A. building under constru.ction on the
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Mobley
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spent
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munities dried up because they Stephens,
Thursday of last week by Rev. W.
Butts, Dr. R. V. Put- cafe he formerly operated. It will
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Jones,
Mr. and Mrs. Jewel Wiggins are L. Kenney at 3 p. m. Interment in Walter Scholes and Mr. Schloes in were off the beaten path of the
Bob White, Leon be a two-room affair, suitable for
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are spending this week with her communities sprung up and grew well Mr. and rMs. Rube McKnight.
Bee FUIton 'hospital. Mother and
She lived near Hyndsver for a
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lams Reba Coleftiarp went to Ful- ion City about 20 years ago, and
HERE'S A MAJOR PROJECT
take examinations for mil- new concrete block plant on the
Major and Mrs. Abe Thompson FOR THE CIVIC CLUBS OF FUL- ville to
ton last week and got her a per- for the past four years had made
itary service with the U. S. Army, Martin highway in South Fulton.
relavisited
of
Paducah
and
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hm• home with her grandson, at
tionment wave.
TON—SEE THAT AN AIRPORT for a three year period.
Dr. Page was called Monday to Chaffee, Mo. She was a merrber tives and friends in this community IS PROVIDED IN THIS COMRight across the highway from
Enlistees are: Raymond Andersee Mrs. Mary Collins. He reported of the Bible Union Baptist Church. Sunday.
MUNITY. You can do something a- son, 607 College-st; Joseph W. Ed- the block plant a new business
Mr. and Mrs. William McClana- lxiut it. Don't read this and just
This will be
She leaves two sons, Clarerice
belie above normal blood pressure.
wards, Crutchfield, Route 1; Ge- building is going up.
Mrs. Winnie Steele, Mrs. Viola and Alton Castleman. both of Union han and daughtsr, Joan were guests pass it up--but talk and boost un- roge N. Nonan, 213 West Rrade-st; a building 30x30, and iies adjacent
Fuland four of Mr. and Mrs. Lon Brann Sunday. til the job is done.
Illeore and Mr. Pern Grissom con- City; three grandsons
Jesse F. Davis, 127 Paschall-st; H. to the railroad spur in South
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
great grandchildren; one brother,
-time about the same.
ton115
Mill-st.
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colored,
Rose,
K.
Robert Watts were Mr. and Mrs. C. JONES & GROOMS BUY
Tashi Sue and Terry Mack Olive Noah Crittendon of Martin.
A. Pillow of Hickory, Ky., Mr. and DALLAS PRODUCE BLDG.
A new subdivision in north
celebrated there 3rd and 6th birthBRYANT-BYRE)
Mrs. Rob Pillon, Mr. and Mrs. MOVE THEIR GARAGE
.ESTES C. ROGERS
Highlands is now underway. Leta
day Monday afternoon with a little
of Fulgharn, Mr. and
are being sold for residential purEstes C. Roge_rs, son of the late Wash Pillon
party. Cake and ice cream was
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Bryant of Cay- poses by Lowe arid Bushart. This
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at
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rereived
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Blanche Gordson of Akron, Ohio, operating a garage at the corner of ce announft the marriage
section promises to make steady
nine gifts. Those present were: Mrs. the Fulton Hospital, 'Tuesday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Jefferson Barclay of Carr and Lake-streets, have pur- younger daughter, Dorothy, to Ro- growth.
Helen Floyd and Joanna, Mrs. May 28, after a long illness. FuneFulton, Mrs. Jannie Wade and sons, chased the old Dallas Produce bert M. Byrd, vvhich was solemnFear, Williams and Ronnie, Mrs. ral services were held at Ruthville
Mrs. Eugene HordestPYle and babY, Building on Mears-st, and nsoved ized Saturday afternoon, May 25 at
Right across the highway Jock
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and
his,paslast
by
of
week
Larry
Weinesday
Goesum,
S.
R.
2 o'clock. Rev.'W. K. Dickerson Fok it making some improvements.
Mr. and Mrs Mac Sutra wand son. their garage to that building.- ,
Norma
internand
and
Duncan,
A.
T.
Puckett
Rev.
tor,
Ms. Thelma
in
eememony
Mrs. Ida Pegram is slowly imHe is building a tourist court west
Considerable improvements have read the single ring
Sae, Mrs. Allene Lowry and Jim- ment was at Sandy Branch cemeparsonage in Un- of his lake, and plans to erect a
proving.
been made in the building, and the Method*
Tehy wish them many more tery, in charge of W. W. Jones.
▪
Mrs. Robert Thompson and dau- they now have a complete-one-stop ion City, Tenn.
drive-out place.
He was born in Weakley county,
balmy birthdays.
The only attendants were Miss
ghter. Rita visited her sister, Mrs. garage service, including body and
Hrs. B. G. Lowry, Mrs. Thelma Oct. 29, 1878, and had lived near
Abe Thompson in Paducah Tues- paint room. This firm is local dis- Dorothy Fuller and Richard Byrd.
A new business building is going
Pnekett, Mrs. Louise Olive and Miss Ruthvillis for the past forty years.
The bride, an aftrictive brunette, up on Lake-st Extension, near the
day.
Mayfield
Baptist
to
tributor for Hudson motor cars, G.
the
of
He was a member
Mlle Rowland went
black
a
viaduct and across the street front
Harvey Pewitt is still suffering M. C. trucks, Goodyear Tires, and wore an aqua blue dress,
Church, and was a good citizen.
Tborsclay of last week.
off the face hat and black access- Maynard's Standard Station.
genuitre Hudson parts.
He is survived by his companion; with neuritis.
Mrs. Mary Coletharp from Deories. She was graduated from
The W. S. C. S. met with Mrs.
troit, Mrs. Ruby Robey from Water one son, Ralph, who is at home on
Cayce high school, and is now emMonstreet
FIUDAY
3rd
on
John Earle has a new front at
Brown
MarRaymond
CARNIVAL
broMoore,
two
UTOPIA
Army;
the
from
Beulah
furlongh
Miss
✓alley,
ployed as secretary in Extension his place of buitiness on Lake-st,
gret Crawford and little Sander's thers, Cleason and Forest Rogers, day afternoon with 13 members NIGHT AT CAYCE
locounty,
Department of Fulton
lesson was
and his new implement building on
girl called' to see Mrs. Mary Collins both of Martin; two sisters, Mrs. present. An intermting
cated at Hickman.
Fourth-st is nearing completion.
The newly organized Fulton
Jim Heathcott and Mrs. Luther Bul- given by Mesdames Richard Mobley
'Monday afternoon,
Robert, the son of Mrs. Milner
and Ed Thompson. Ice cream and County Utopia Club is having a
lington, both of Dyersburg.
Byrd, Fulton, Route 1, was grad- BENNETT HOMEMAKERS
high
for
were
served
refreshments.
Cayce
cake
the
at
carnival
Spring
JUNE
IN
WEDDING
Mr. and Mrs. Levv•is Thompson school Friday night, June 7th at uated from Central high school at
MRS. MARY ANN TOLAR
Clinton. He has recently receivThe regular June meeting of the
Mrs. Mary Ann Toler, 90, dau- spent Sunday with Mrs. Hub Gris- 8 o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Kearby of
There will be bingo, ring toss, ed his discharge after serving more Bennett Homemakers Club will be
Crutchfield announce the engage- ghter of the late Mr. and Mrs. som near Dukedom.
Rupert Browder under went art cake walk, a one act comedy,'with than two years in the Armed For- held June 13th. At this time a rement and approaching marriage of George Page. died at the home of
last weak at Haws Clinic all the chartcer boys, hot dogs, cold ces, seeing active service with the view lesson upon the work of the
operation
KearMartin,
in
Frances
Tolar
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L.
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son,
her
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tInair
Infants* in Germany.
year teill be conducted, and an
his
friends hope for him drinks, ice cream, etc.
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son
and
29.
Murchinson,
May
morning,
early Wednesday
by to Mr. D. J.
Miss Fueller was dressed in a electiorl of officer sheld. One hunA electric clock and a electric
rMs. J. T. Murchinson of Ful- She fell Sunday and broke her leg, a speedy recovery. He is doing nicecoffee maker given away to the light pink, two piece dress ivith dred percent attendance of the
ton. Route 1. The wedding will and grew worse. Funeval services ly.
black accessories.
membership is urged at this meetwere held at Gardner M. E. Church Several children of this communi- holder of tire lucky numbers.
lake place in June.
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after
your
T.
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Bible
Mr.
attending
May
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Thursday,
Miss Kearby
with your the bride and groom left for a short
non are graduates of Central High Barnes and Rev. Oakley Woodside, Liberty this week.. Mrs. Hillman enjoy a evening of being
It is not work that kilis meri; it
. Collier is one of the teachers. Mes- neighbors and friensis.
honeymoon at Reelfoot Lake. They
School. Miss Kearby attended the with internment at Gardncs cemewill make their.home on the Hick- is worry. Work is healthy; you can
dames Richard Mobley. Gus Donoho
University of Kenutcky. Mr. Mur- tery.
hardly put more upon a man that
Anger is a noble infimity, the man highway near Cayce.
She is survived by her son, L. A. and Druie Inman ate helping in
thinson served 7 'months With the
he can bear. Worry is rust upon
one
the
ust,
the
of
Stover
generous
failing
H.
C.
.
Mrs.
daughter,
transportation
a
Tolar;
Germany.
armed forces in
The devil can quote Scripture the blade. It is not the revolution
degree that riseith above zeal, asof Martin; five grandchildren and
that destroys ths machinery, but
for his purpose—Shakespeare.
Praise from the common people serting the prerogative.—Tupper.
'The stomach is a slave that must six great grandchildren.
He that is not open to conviction the friction. Fear secretes acids;
is generally false, and rather folaccept everything that is given to
Arrogance is the obstruction of is not qualified for discussion. — but love and trust are sweet uicKeep good company and you shall lows vein persons than virtuous
bat, which avenges wrongs as slyly
es.—Beecher.
n.
W!'.ately.
wisdom.—Bio
rge
Herbert.
the
number.—Geo
of
ones.—Bacon.
stre.
be
as does the slave—Souvve
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American citizen. Indeed it is likeEditor and Publisher
ly to help him eince' overweight
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY
atter middle life is recognized as
one of the important causes of
Juno,
matter
class
lentered as second
It then
abbreviated longevity."
Fulton,!
at
office
1933, at the post
practical suggestions
some
gives
1979.1
Cy, under the act of March 3,
for diminishing the consumption of
OBITUARIES. Card of Thanks, wheat and fats, such as one-piece
Notices and Political Cards sandwiches, buckwheat cakes for
shamed at the rates specified by breakfast, the substitution of fruits
and other desserts for pastries and
otwortiming deparbeent
cakes, broiled instead of fried
Subscription rates radius ad 30 meat, and bread and jam without
sidles of Fulton 81.50 a year. Else- butter.
view, $2.00 a year.
The wholehearted manner in
which our people have exprossed
a desire to share food with other
nations, is encouraging. It is the
mark of a reviving civilization.

VW Fulton County News

"How," writes a distracted parent to this office, "can I convince
my daughter that the young man
The United States is destined to she goes with is worthless?" Have
eat let,s• in the near future, in ord- her marry him.
er that other countries may have
a little more food. Far from hurtThe love of money is the root oil'
ing the health of the nation, medical
evil; which while some coveted
spokesmen say it will do us good. all
ate? they have erred from the faith
In fact, the health magaine Hygeia,
and pierced themselves through
a publication of the medical prowith many sorrows.—Bible.
authority
fsion and a recognized
HOPE REBORN

Method is the arithmetic of sacThere is a great incomgruity in
OPA, and interference by "brass
W. Shaw.
cess.—H.
those
since
monuments
hats," whose methods challenge the this idea of
_
dedicated
very foundations of what is called whom they are usually
need no such recognition to emblam
•
COMPETITIVE ECONOMICS.
memory and any man who
Sons
&
Jones
W.
W.
Of course the producers are anx- their
is not worthy of one.—Hawious to keep in step with the aims does,
Funeral Home
economic thorne.
of our
and principles
Phone 31111
University
129
life. But how can a farmer toe the
MARTLN, TENN.
which
restrictions
preaching
the
all
that
obey
mark and
Surely
A Distinctive Service Well
It seems to us that every time that are imposed upon him by comes from the soul works most on
Within Your Means
takes
boards, organizations and directors the soul.—Fuller.
the government steps in and
more c.ontrol, the country gets into that make the charts and enforce
a bigger mess. The greatest thing them from Washington.
wrong in this country today is too
Farmland is turning over fast and
much centralized control, and too the average increase in prices is
many bureaucrats trying to run now almost 70 percent above preeverybody's business.
war. That's a higher percentage
than in World War I, which brought
Washington on a boom that forced thousands
official
Whether
knows it or not, there already is of farmers into bankruptcy. It can
a revolution taking place in this happen again.
Mrs. Poole Felt So Run- Liberty Parkway, Clarksville, Tee&
country, which may spread to somedown She Would Have Discussing her case Mrs. Poole
thing more serious if governmental
It is often proclaimed that the
Republican
bungling and pussyfooting doesn't people living under a
To Stay In Bed For gratefully continued:
"I suffered terribly from sow
stop. We hear a lot about strikes system of Government are gauranDays. Retonga Tops The indigestion
and frequently wisaki
here and there, but the greatest teed life, liberty and the pursuit of
List Of Medicines With. lose my food within thirty minutes
strike taking place in America to- happiness. But things have gone
Her, She Says.
after eating. I had no appetite and
day is among individuals who once topsy-turvy, and our politi.cal
often would not even go to the
had the courage and initiative to osophies are out of balance. The
table at meal-time. Nothing seemed
look ahead and plan things that rules are obscure, and our ideals
to digest properly, I lost weight.
would mean jobs and production. and princilple that are the foundarapidly and elimination was 90
- onomic life are
Thtne individuals consciously or tions of American es:
sluggish I became almost a slave
unconsciously. Whichever the case lost in the clouds.
to laxatives.
may be, are on a sitting down
In the first place there is the
"Thanks to the grand relief RCstrike. For one reason or another question of sustaining huinan life at
they don't want to work—they have home. One-third of all the billions
tonga brought me I have regaised
fourteen pounds and now feel tie_
ceased to keep their nose to the of tons of our food is promised
rest so well that mornings I feel
grindstone, because the incentive to famine-stricken areas throughrefreshed. eat heartily. and arm
to accumulate and build has been out the world.
killed by governmental regimenready for my household duties,
Of course the United States is
harsh laxatives arr niot
Those
tation and over taxation. This
ortfood-sh
To
the largest contributor
now. It would be impossible
needed
"disease" has spread in industry
that
age areas We are the country
for me to give Retonga the praise
and inagriculture . Some day we feeds, finances—and
for
fights
MRS. SAM rooLE
it justly deserves. It heads the
are going to wake up4in America
peace. without expecting very much
with me."
and realize that the amers, who
-I lost fifteen pounds in three list of medicines
in return. But, let us not forget
provide the breadbasket for all- the economic welfare and happin- months and felt so weakened that
Retonga is intended to retiree
labor leaders, union members and ess of our own American people,
flow at
sometimes I would have to go to distress due to insufficient
none union membrs, and the com- or we may awaken to find the gathe stomach. •
bed- for days, but thanks to Re- digestive juices in
mon ordinary man, are actually on thering storm at home has become
tonga I have regained fourteen loss of appetite, Vitamin B-I debita "strike." Each year they arc a creeping paralYSis.
as
pounds and I feet better than in iency and constipation. Accept
producing less and less, for how
years," happily declares Mrs. Sam substitute. Retonga may be otituisiin abundance
can they produce
Poole, well-known rAident of 173 ed at DeMyer Drug Co.
when they are uncettain whether
they will be able to earn a profit
for their labors.

Fulton Pure Milk Co.
aini

Doi"
KOOL
MIST
IN
ORIGINAL
DESIGN

And
c
an
enough
pan, t
us the
to be
power,

Regains 14 Lbs. and
Gives Retonga Credit

DR. T. M. REID

quietly ?errandEmblematic of peace la a peace loving nation, and poster
pictured
Jul that dairying is America's greatest industry, theMONTH
for 1946.
DAIRY
June
of
above has been chosen as the symbol
and Stripes. A
It's a familiar scene, as American as the Starscows
that never
herd of cows, peacefully grating over green fields,
of war. Such
heard tbe roar of hostile guns, that never saw the ravages
home, and
a scene, somehow, symbolises the American love of peace,
good eating.

'What

not only
restrains are
OPA
slowing down production in industry, but production on the farm is
certain to show greatet. decreases
if the government continues to follow the road it has followed in re
cent- years under New Dealism.
OPA predicts
inflation, if the
price set-up is destroyed. But any
durn fool knows that price control is already destroyed, for more
scarce merchandise is being siild
through black market than otherwise. It is prohib4ion all over
again. It just doesn't work, unless
the majority of the people are for
it, and will support it.
The Old Pussyfooters Association
(OPA) composed of highly paid
members, should be kicked out and
give the country a ehance to return to those good old days, when
you could buy a loaf of bread, a
good tender steak, or some sugar—
before the country falls into the
of communists and
hands
New
Dealers of the Guffey type.
American agriculture is not on a
normal basis, due to labor shortages, the lack of farm machinery.
Interference., from the Federal government impose artificial restraints
on grains, cottons, dairy and food
of our
operations
products and
farms.
The land doest its part. Men may
come, men may go. men may strike,
but the land keeps on with production, and agriculture keeps supplies roiling to the mailtets—clespite confusing systems of control,

Chiropractor
City National Bank Bldg
Office Hous 9 to 12; 2 to 5
Evenings 7 to 8 p. m.
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Easy To Build
With BLOCKS

PHONE 97

Concrete or Cinder Blocks, Waterproof Cement,

BUILDING
THIS
YEAR-THEN
SEE US
BEFORE YOU BUILD

DON HILL
CONCRETE
and
GENERAL
CONTRACTING
PHONE 361

No Building Is Immune
From FIRE-But everybody can follow these common
_ sense precautions and help reduce the hazards:

Sand and Gravel. See us for your building
needs.

Adams & Lowe
A,
Martin Highway — Fulton, Ky.

Careful, Expert
Cleaning Service

Yi

Per

We take careful pains with your clothes when
you bring them to us for dry cleaning.

Clean out trash from attics, cellars and

We strive to render prompty, satisfactory
service and have built our business upon satisfied customers.

3. CHECK YOUR FIRE INSURANCE
POLICY—be sure you are fully covered—both
buildings and household effects.

Bring us your dresses, coat suits, suits, etc.,
and we'll make them spic-and-span and ready
for service again.

1. Clean up your premises.

ST

4111

closets.
SIZES II- IC

4. If you have any insurance problems or
desire.additional coverage, phone No. 5.
FIRE—it can happen to you!

Vothi,gkeio

ATKINS INSURANCE AGENCY
Main Street

Fulton, Kentucky

H,
an

WE ALSO REBLOCK MEN'S HATS.

QUALITY CLEANERS
Commercial Avenue

Fulton, Ky.

A
fo

SAC-
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What Other Editors Think
IRS
And so today a blight rests upon a country which was powerful
enough to whip Germany and Japan, two of the strongest nations
Um the world. John L. Lewis seems
'to be able tu do what those two
powerful countries couldn't do--

Toot
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beat

us into subjugation.— The the taking from us the necessities
of life. We stand meekly by withGreenville Observer, (S. C.)
out putting up any kind of a fight.
What has become of the fighting
It's strange, isn't it, that we, who
spirit of America? What does it
just a short time ago conquered take to make us fighting mad, anytwo of the most militant countries way? If the. taking away of the
in the world, today, let one shaggy necessities of lifer as John L. Levvis
eye-browed foreign minded cuss has done, isn't enough to make us
fighting mad,ws certainly have no
over-power us completely even to
spirit left. We are dead and don't
know it. We have been "plowed
under" along with our American
ideals.—T h e
Thomas
Tribune
(Okla.)

Attention:
Tomato Growers!

We have a fine lot of good, strong tomato plants
for tomato growers of this section. You may
secure same by applying at our plant.

Water Valley
Canning Company

From official Washington comes
a daily stream of stories, obviously
of propaganda aim, telling us of
the dire shortage that lie ahead if
the strike continues. What action,
if any, is .being planned by the administration is still a secret. It is
high time that the public began to
ask why Lewis and his miners are
allowed to bring the nation to the
brink of disaster, while nothing is
done. If esisting_legislation-is powerless to
prevent irresponsible
groups from throwing the nation
into economic chaos, then it is time
our labor legislation receeved
a
major overhauling, The crisis calls
for leadership from the White
House.—The Vergennes Enterprise
and Vermonter (Vermont).

ARE YOURPREPARED FOR THE

CALL US
—fOr—

MEAT SHORTAGE
Everyone knows that this country, and the world, face a big
meat and food shortage. Many are buying and raising Baby
Chicks to increase their meat supply.

YOU,TOO CAN LOOK
AHEAD AND AVOID SCARCITY
SEE US FOR

BABY

CHICKS

U. S. Approved and U. S. Pullorum Tested.

r

s

DRY CLEANING
--and—

LAUNDRY SERYKE
Cash and Carry Service
—Your Patronage la Always Appreciated.

"CHICKS WITH A PERSONALITY"

IAN
FULTON HATCHERY PARIS
LAUNDRY-CLEANERS
STATE LINE ST.

PHONE 483

FULTON, HY.

Phone 14

is SUNDAY,
June 16
And today's jackpot question is probably "What shall I give Dad?" Well
you can find the answer right here at Ford's—Fulton's popular store for
men and young men. Let us show you.

TtES FOR DAD $1.00 & $1.50
There is such a var- iety that we can't begin to describe them—dots, allover
patterns, neat block designs, swirls, geometrics, stripes, Persians and others—all very colorful and sure to suit Dad.
Leather Billfolds in popular
brands
Men's Boxer Style Swim
Trunks
Sleeveless Sweaters for Men
Sportswear
Belts
GIVE DAD A COOL STRAW
He will appreciate the quality and style of our hats. Beautiful soft braids
and genuine panamas in wide selection.
SLIPPERS FOR DAD
All leather slippers with leather soles, in brown, wine and bla-ck . . . a gift
for Dad that's always right.

FORD CLOTHING CO.
Fulton, Ky.

We have this suggestion to make.
If the Congressmen we have in
Washington haven't the brains to
work out a solution of this strike
business, or if, having the brains,
they haven't the backbone it's time
we folks back home did something
about it. Maybe it's OM-fortunate
that the coal- strike was not called
until after the books had closed
for the filing of candidacies—there
might have been more contests to
be decided on May 25. But there is
one thing that can be done—we can
serve notice that next term will
be the last unless there's some definite. action taken to end the strike
nuisance, and provision made for
orderly settlement _of wage and
labor disputes. The public has too
much at- stIke to permit such a
chaotic state of affairs as now exists
to continue.—The Nashville Graphic (N. C.)

groups and embark on a project I paymii.
we might get some shirts.
of production and distribution of
nylons and pants. —The Lebanon
vitally needed merchandise. The
country has been "hamstrung" by Western Star, (Ohio).
radicals long enough.—The Carrollton New-Democrat, (Ky.)

CHAS. W. BURROW

Inflation is an economic problem
REAL ESTATE and
that has an obverse side, deflation.
After the
government agency PUBLIC AUCTIONEER
ploughs along—if it does— with
OFFICE OVER CITY NATIONAL
ceilings to all prices for that period
BANK—PRONE 61
needed to make supply balance the
demand for goods, this same OPA Farm and City Property
may want to hold on in the resultList or Buy With Us!
ing period to put "floors" under
prices and prevent a crumbling of
both price and wage levels. This
is what could happen. Having disVeterinary Service
coyered that wage hikes call for
Service Day or Night
price hikes in an inflation-spiral
period, it is the easiest guess anyPhone 807-R
807-J
one can make that in a deflationOr Call 70
spiral the opposite process starts.—
The Holden Four Wing News, (W.
Dr. H. W. Connaughton
Va.)

The charge has been made time
and time again that this mine strike
If the OPA would spend half the
would have lase._n handled long ago had it not been frir the fact that time at their job that they do in
this is an election year. The very breaking into print to tell the ne'ofact that no action is taken against ple how necessary they were on the
the mine leader indicates that there
may be some truth in this charge,
and if so, it is a shame and a disgrace and a terrible reflection upon the Democratic administration
and upon those in Congress, members of both parties, who are up for
re-election. —The Scoltand Neck
Commonwealth. N. C.)

Graduate Veterinarian
Located on Martin-Fulton
Highway

24 -HOUR

TAXI SERVICE

Because of that one man and of
the failure of the President to take
stringent action, 130,000,000 people
must now foot the bill in the form
of lost pay checks, crippled transportation, power brownouts and a
thousand and one other sacrifices
and inconveniences.
It's a sad commentary on our national state of affairs when such
things can happen, but it is not
unexpected in view of the softhearted attitude toward labor that
the New Dealers started and which
President Truman is continuing.—
The Fort Lauderdale Daily News,
(Florida).

APPOINTMENTS MADE IN ADVANCE

Ca"

JIFFY CAB
PHONE 23

— 'ivih.„ WE SELL-a
Popular Magazines
Newspapers
Tobaccos
Cold Drinks
Confections

DLL

,
Perhaps if some one could catch
John L Lewis asleep and trim his
eye-brows he would be as powerless
as Sampson when his locks were
shorn.
Seriously the big business lobbies,
the little business men, every one
of us ruralities and all, had better
get busy and do something about
John L Lewis and his growing
power, or we will have lost the
democratic way of life that we
fought to preserve.
One thing, we should do is to
elect lawmakers with backbone
enough to trim the eye-brows of
John L. Le.vis.— The Tazewell
Claiborne Progress, (Tenn).
The great growth of this country
was founded on the initiative and
ability of men willing to risk their
effort and capital in new enterprise.
The conbination of taxes and ever higher labor costs is destroying
this incentive. The returns are too
small and the risks too great. When
that incentive to take a chance on
new ventures is stifled, what happent—depression—no jobs.
We all pay the penalty, labor included.
One war came along to help us
pull ourselves out by our boot;traps. We can't afford another war
so vve'll have to trust that in exercising its rights labor isn't permitted to abuse its power.—The
Myrtle Beach News, (S. C.)
The Republican need a platform
for the 1948 congressional election
campaign and for the 1948 presidential-congressional
race.
We
timidly suggest that it adopt a platform of two words.
This platform would, if adhered
to closely and religiously, bring us
out of the intricate confusion the
nation has been led into by the
new deal.
That platform of two words
would be "The Constitution." —The
Oregon City Banner-Courier, (Oregon).
The Democratic PartY, insofar as
control of \the Federal Government
is concerned, is digging its own
grave with a fury that far surpasses
the understanding of party rank
and file. Unless there is an early
change in policy toward produetion,
distribution and lobar, there will
very likely be a "housecleaning" in
1943.
Let us not "kid" ourselves. Our
nation elected a Republican govern
ment after World War 1, and it can
do it again. Even at this late date,
our chances in the next election
would be multiplied if Democrats
in Washington would adopt a- fair
and impartial policy toward
all

Jifty Newstand
Bus Station—Corner Carr and Fourth Sta.

ATTENTION:

All Motorists
See us for Complete Lubrication Service.
Remember that we have PICK-UP and DELIVERY SERVICE, so if you cannot bring your car
in, just phone us and we will do the rest. Phone
9193.
Keep your car in good condition and fill
your gasoline tank regular with THAT GOOD
GULF GASOLINE.
GULF MOTOR OILS and OTHER PRODUCTS

POLSGROVE

SERVICE
STATION

Mayfield Highway Near Ford Garage, Fulton.

NOTICE!
UTOPIA CARNIVAL
At

Cayce High School
FRIDAY NIGHT, JUNE 7th.
at 8:00 P. M.
Featuring—l-Act Comedy, Bingo and
Added Attractions Hot Dogs, Cold Drinks,. Ice Cream
Electric Appliances to be Given Away
ADMISSION FREE
Proceeds for Utopia Club House
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WETTER CARE WOULD
HELP EGG PROFITS
By keeping eggs fresh and clean,
Kentucky farmers and dealers
would gain at least a million dollars a year. That is the amount
now lost from spoiled eggs and
price deductions for inferior quality, said poultry specialists at the
College of Agriculture and Home
Economics.
Their
recommendations are:
1. Keep the house and nests

clean, with plenty of hay or straw! SUNDAY, JUNE 9
in the nests and a deep litter on CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
the floor.
2. Sell broody hens and roosters.
-God tne Only Cause and Crea3. Gather eggs at least twice a tor'' is the subject of the Lessonday.
Sermon which will be read in all
4. Keep the eggs in the coolest Christian Science churches throughplace on the farm, such as a cellar out the world on Sunday, June 9,
1946.
or cave.
The Golden Text is "The Lord is
5. Pack eggs with small end
down.
the true God, he is the living God,
He
6. Keep eggs away from onions, an dan evetlasting king•
hath made the earth by his power,
cabbage, potatoes and kerosene.
he hath established the world by
Subscribe for The News today.
his wisdom, and hath stretched out
the heavens by his discretion."
(Jer. 10:10, 12).
Among the citations which comprise the Lseson-Sermon is the following fro mthe Bible: "In the beginning God created the heaven and
the earth . . And God saw everything that he had made, and, behold, it was very good." (Gen. 1).

1

Complete 1-Stop
Garage Service

MA.RR1AGE

Hudson Automobiles — G. M. C. Trucks
Goodyear Tires
Visit us in our new location

Jones & Grooms

We take great delight in pleasing our customers, and appreciate your patronage.

We are very much what others
think of us. The reception our observations meet with gives us courage to proceed or damps our efforts.—Hazlitt.

GULF GASOLINE and MOTOR OILS
GULFLEX LUBRICATION

DRIVE IN

AUTO LAUNDRY and POLISH SERVICE

TO SEE US

In an appeal to -business leaders
and industrialists to lay their cards
on the table and tell the public
all about their problems,
some
leading commentators are providing prescriptions. At a recent meeting of business men there was discussion of ways to prevent strikes.
A.n old-school corporation president
said: "Of course we don't want t%
try_„Pur_case in the newspapers."
13iit he nearly swooned when one
of his fellow executives shot back:
"Why not? That is what the labor
unions have been doing for years
and that is why they always win."
: One reporter offers thi ssober
'comment: "That's what more and
more business men are saying nowa-days—now that they have a good
case why not tell it better." That's
what public relations experts are
for.

MOTOR REBUILDING
PAINT and BODY SHOP
COMPLETE LINE OF NEW AUTO PARTS
FOR ALL MAICES OF CARS

You'll Like Our Service
and Good Gulf Products

Man arid wife are equally concerneJ to avoid all offense of each
other in the beginning of their conversation. A little thing can blast
an infant blossom.--Jeremy Taylor.
There is no disparity in marriage
like unsuitability of mnd and purpose.—Dickens.

PRACTICAL PRESCRIPTIONS

Bring Your Car To Us For Minor Repairs Or
A Complete Overhaul Job.

It Pays To Advertise in THE NEWS.

The happiness of married life depends upon making small sacrifices
with readiness and cheerfulness.
Selden.

We call for and deliver your car.
Phone 1108

PIT BAR-19-Q, SOUP, CHILI
SANDWICBES

Goodwin Service Station

Oppen Sundays and Every Night

Plenty Parking Spate
Curb Service

ANNO-IINCING

Across Street From OK Laundry
Your Patronage Appreciated

The Ne.mr Locdtion of

FOLKS--

PUCKETT BROS.

We invite and aPpreciate your

Mears Street—Back of Lake St. Fulton, Ky.
In Old Dallas Produce Building

FOR SALE—Electric McCormick
Deering Cream Separator. Like
nw. E. E. Rimes, Crutchfield,
, Route 2.

2tp

Fulton, Ky.

Corner Eddings & Valley

HOP'S LUNCH ROOM

patronage.

at Dukedom, Tenn.

TEXACO PRODUCTS
Complete Lubrication,

Will open in new location SATURDAY
JUNE 8th.

Washing

and Tire Repair Service.

GARAGE
GASOLINE
MOTOR OILS
GROCERIES
FURNITURE
HARDWARE

Fields'
TEXACO

SERVICE

STATION

West State Line.St.
Phone 9183
Fulton, Kentucky

-.CAziyalthel.5zAdtA.

We will appreciate your patronage
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Sunday, June 16th,
A Special Day For Dad!

shorftst

and fastest rout*
now faster than ever
This new schedule between
the Midwest and the Gulf Coast
oilers DeLUXE SERVICE: the famous Rebel comfort -coaches.
through dining-car, lounge and
Pullmans with bedrooms. Fewer
stops mean a faster,smootheT ride
and greater enj,)yment of your
trip.

••'s. es

"

^
Remember Dad this,,,F,Apter's„ 'Day, and
prepare a special 4* for/ him . . . .
iith some foken thai 44111 'gladden his
heart. When Dad dinei Otiyou often find
him at the STEAK,40114
.E—in fact, the
entire family may,eWoy a. good meal here.

EFFECTIVE JUNE 1
NEW SCHEDULE
UNION CITY
11:05 PM
10:15 AM

Lv. ST. LOUIS
Union Station.
AR. UNION CITY
Ar. MOBILE

10:39 AM

Ar.

6:06 PM

•

MONTGOMERY

Al%

7:55 AM

Lv.
Lv.

2:23 AM
3:30 PM

THE STEAK HOUSE

IMO 02111/16

Lv,

-0/14-476617es
RAILROAD

"HOME OF FINE FOODS"
Open Day and Night
Country Ham and Southern Cooking
Phone 133
Fulton, Ky.
428 Lake Street

2:55 PM
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13rd chapter and I Ith verse, which nie went to the show Saturday Mose
B. Foster and Miss Bobby
Mrs. Lochin Henley is spending
'says, "He that hath two coats, let night.
REELERTON
Austin were married Saturday this week with
Mrs. J. T. Hedge
For those in doubt concerning us him impart to him that hath none,
All the sick folks on our list last night. Milo Foster, best
man,
his
family.
and
sending food to the starving coun- and he that hath meat, lot him do week are reported better except wife, Mary Lou,
Mrs. Ina Hicks entertained Thursbrides maid. They
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Williarns day afternoon with
tries abroad, please read St. Luke, like wise."
Aunt Mollie Brann and Dave Jones, went to Memphis for
a party.
their honey- had relatives from
Missouri Sunday
Mrs. Calvin Hicks and,Mrs. LynBrush parties are the theme of who remains about the same.
moon.
for dinner, names not given.
dle HickS visited Mrs. Claudie Pilconversation and quite in evidence
Kenneth Weems and wife from
Cloy Yates and family spent SatThe foxs are so brazen in this Ion and Mrs. Bob Pillon
around here, two were had last New Jersey are visiting relatives urday
Wednesday
night with Buddy Yates in neighborhood. They come to
your afternoon.
week at the homes of Mrs. R. S. here. Thy and Mrs. Gayland Weems Pilot
Oak.
chicken
house
and get a hen. Dean
Gossom, and Mrs. Oria Forrester. Weems Saturday.
Buford Lewis of Michigan visitMarion Jones wife and son spent Williams saw one
comming out of ed his parents, Mr.
A Mrs. Arnnn from Fulton is the
Mrs. Lizzie Foster, Carl Foster, Sunday at Alvin
and Mrs. Porter
Foster's.
his with a nice hen, the old hard
demonstrator.
wife and Shelby Jeun and. Mrs.
Lewis Thursday.
Larry Lee! Cannon spent the past luck farmer has our'sympathy.
They say in California, there is Theron Jones visited Mrs.' R. B.
Mrs. Lawretv2e V7hite and Bettie
week with P. J. Brann and wife.
Mrs. Sybel Jones and brother,
no rheumatism and the reason peo- Wright Sunday.
Were Wednesday afternoon guests
Mrs. E. C. Lowry was quite sick Prentice Goodrich
of McConnell, of Mrs,
ple live to such ripe old age is,
B. H. Lowry and wife attended the past week but is improving.
. Lora Wright. Tenn., visited Tom Weems and wife
that there is so much to see in that services at the Missionary Baptist
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Hicks spent
We
Wednesday.
welcome
Adair
,Cannon
as
beautiful country that one really Church Sunday. They were in Clinthe ,week end of May 28th in Memsubstitute on our route. He sure
Visit J. C. Foster and see his
can't spare the time to die.
ton Saturday.
phis with their daughte:, Mr. and
don't pass us up when it rains or mammoth cabbages.
Dean Williams wife and son, RonMrs. J. P. Tucker.
P. J. Brann wife and son, David the raods muddy.
Hester Bennett and wifc and Mrs.
Mrs. Hamp Clapp called to see
and Mrs. G. W. Brann spent SunDean Williams and J. C. Foster Belle McClure were at Bethleham
Mrs. Paschell Dockery Thursday.
day afternoon with Jimmy Clement visited W. A. Crittendon
Stmday Memorial Services Sunday.
Mrs. Dockery is right sick. and wife.
morning.
We are very glad our editor, Mr.
Mrs. Lee Fite and Mrs. Jerral
.Messrs Cloy Yates and familY,
Tobie Sue Olivve of Pilot Oak Paul Bushart is out again, we trust
Jackson and childrea spent ThursClyde Taylor and family attended spent the week end with lir
Maynard'v,,Service StiL
RECOGNIZED
recovers completely.
aunt,
•
day with Mr. and Mrs. Sol Hancock.
memorial services Sunday at Beth- Mrs. E. C. Lowry.
_
With the infirmatives of old age
College Veterinarian
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Hicks and
leham.
We can almost see the ele-Arical lets keep a sense of humor. It helps, son have moved
DAY and NIGHT
from Fulton to
wires
if
only
across country. Bob Cannon's
Day and Night Service
temporarily.
their farm.
house is newly wired.
Charles and Clyde Batts were
Prompt
CALLS ANSWERED PROMPTLY
Mrs. Rodie Kingston is visiting - Kindred tastes, motives, and aspi- Sunday
dinner guests of Gilbert
rations
are
necessary
her
two
to
sons,
the
Dave
and Pistol in
formaCourteous
tion of a happy and permanent Ladd and all attended singihg at
At Owl Drug Company
New Mexico.
Ja4lcson's Chapple in the afternoon.
Mrs. P. J. Brann and little son, companionnship.—Mary Baker Ed- Several others of this section also
Efficient
dy.
Phone 460
David, visited Mrs. T. W. Weems,
attended the singing.
Monday afternoon.
*Subscribe Now fur THE
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
NEWS:
Al Whiteman on the birth of a
daughter, Nancy Lee in MemphisMrs. Whiteman is the former Hilda
Hicks of this community.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Weatherspoon and son, Phil spent the week
end with Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Pile and son, Buddy Ray.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bostic and
children were Sunday afternoon
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Benard
Bostick and son.
Mr. an dMrs. Alze Hicks visited
Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Walker Jr., Sun- s.
day afternoon.
4,
4
Mr. and Mrs. Jeiral Jackson and
children are moving to Clinton this
week.
•
Little Jerry House spent a few
*
days the past week with his grand•
parents, Mr. and Mrs. House near
•* *
Fulgum.

NEAL LOONEY

TAXI

DR. E. B. CHERRY

CHILLS lc FEVER
DUE TO AIALARIA

RILIEVED666

"YOUR COMPANY
DRIONSTRATED
FORESIGHT,
INGENUITY
SOUNDNESS..."
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Mr. and Mrs. Mack Ladd visited
Mr. and Mrs. John Ladd Thursday
evening. They had received word of
their daughter, Marie of Detroit be, ing seriously ill and Mrs. Ladd was
leaving Friday to attend her bed
side.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Binford left
Friday by bus for Detroit to visit
her tarother, Perkin Hicks and Mrs.
41IaCi -other relatives.
Mrs. Nora Holland, Mrs. Ray Miller and Mrs. Eva Berrong of Detroit were Monday dinner guests of'
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Vaughn.
Mrs. Hamp Clapp, our Watkin's
lady is able to be out on her job again after a three weeks illness.
Mrs. Waite.- McDanniel visited
Mrs. Howard Stephens Wednesday
afternoon.
Rev. E. C. Nall and Mrs. Nall
were visitors Friday afternoon in
the Leon Wright home.
Carolyn Kimble
visited
her
grapd. parents, Mr. and Mrs. Best,
part of last week.
Mrs. Ray Miller visited Sunday
afternoon with Mrs. Leon Wright..
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he employees of Kentucky Utilities Company are
extremely proud of this commendation from the.
United States Navy. Our pride, moreover, is tempered
with the great humility of comparison when we regard
our task in the light of the infinitely larger job
successfully completed through the immense sacrifices
. of the Navy and its personnel.
We are acutely conscious of the honor paid us.
Like thousands of other companies and corporations
in the United States during World War II, we did the
best we knew how to do—after all, who could do less
in the face of a world-wide conflict that threatened
our very existence?
The commendation is properly addressed to the
employees of the Company, to each of the eleven hun.
dred men and women whose co-ordinated efforts made
this outstanding-job possible.

" KENTUCKY IIT,ILIVES COMPANY
Supplying Depesulebie Service for Illener ollasise

Mr. and Mrs. Bernis Patrick from
Union City and William Dillon visited Marshal Moore Sunday.
Sandra Hale spent a few days
this week with Martha Kay Copelen, Fay lar.kson visited het. Tuesday also.
v
Mrs. Ella Veatch visited Pressie
Moore and family Wednesday afternoon.
Mr. Pressie Moore and Mrs. Annie Beard are on the sick list.
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Brown visited Elmore C vpelen and family for
awhile Tuesday night.
Marshal and John!" Moore visited their sister, Mrs. Thelma Dillon
Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. Nora Copelen spent Friday
afternoon with Mrs. Pearl Cooper.
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Smith spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. BenrY
Sams.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Cooper visited Herman Elliott and family Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmore Copelen and
Martha Kay, Mrs. Nora Copelen
and Mr. and Mrs. Billie Greem
spent Sunday near Pryorsburg,
with Mr .and Mrs. Aubry Copelen.
Show me one couple unhaPPY
merely on account of their limited
circumstances, and I will show you
ten who are wretched from other
causes.—Caleridge.
Menaand women, in marrying,
make a vow to loot! one another.
ould it not be Wbetter for their
happiness if they made a vow to
please one another? — Stanilaus
Leszcynski.
•Subscribe Now Ter THE NEWS!
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ln one of the World Series games
last Fall, a bespectacled pitcher of
the Detroit Tigers had the classical
name of "Dizzy" Trout. He had beeti
ill and without practice for two
weeks ;and it was so wet before
the game that hed had no oppor. and
tunity to limber up his muscle,
get relaxed. And yet he had to
go into a World Series game before
47,000 fans in a hostile city and
pitch.
That demanded calmness, and he
had his own method of securing it.
iliben tense situations arose, as theY
did quite often, he simply took off
his glasses and painstakingly wiped thern, while 42,000 people watch:
cd expectantly and the batter at
the plate fidgeted. Then deliberately he put on his glasses, and began
pitching, and one by one the Cubs
struck out. There's calmness for
you! It is -rumored that all of the
Chicago Cubs are wearing spectacles this season.
-Always keep a reserve for a
Erietis," a wise old banker once
said" "When you put money in the
bank, earmark a little of it for a
LITiSiS fund, because you never can
ten when you'll need it. It also is
a good thing to store up some re-

serve power in your soul, laying it
up, too, against a day of crisis.
Read the Bible ten minute.; every
day, and the thoughts which pass
from the printed page through the
eyes into the brain, will form a
re.ierve deposit which will be useful in time of stress. You haven't
time to stop and figure in a crisis.
Many times you must act automati.cally and the wisdom you have
stored up-within yourself, will come
to your did when you need it."
During sunny days, build up your
spirit to be ready when the storms
of life beat down upon you. When
difficulties strike, they rarely come
singly. Sometimes I wonder whether this is an actual fact that
hardships and troubles really do
throng upon a person, or whether
one's mind becomes so sensitive
that what ordinarily would not be
considered a trouble, beoomes one.
it may be a little of both, but the
awareness of the presence of God
which you have built up. will calm
you.
"TM! first time I jumped from
a plane,'' a paratrooper told me,
"everything in me resisted. All
there was between death and me
was a piece of cord and a little
patch of silk. But when I found
out for myself that the patch of
silk would hold me, I had the most
marvelous feeling of exultation I
have ever experienced, and I didn't
want to come down."
Sometimes when you and I are
in a crisis, we are fearful because
between us and defeat is a very
ethereal thing—faith in the sus-

PLUMBING SERVICE
JUST CALL FOR

R. D. STRATTON, Plumber
at the

B.& B. SUPPLY Co.
My home address is Fourth-ave., Highlands.
Fulton, Ky.

taining power of God. But when
we leap, we, too. get this great
exultation. This mystic thing called surrendered faith in God holds
us. This is a great truth, but I
confess that it took me years to
learn it and even longer to be willing to practice it. Strange, isn't it,
that you can be years in the presence of something which wilt save
your life, but you won't trust it?
I don't know what your problem
is, but you will get strength to meet
it if you will say to yourself, "That
is the way to do it. I will do all 1
can: beyond that I am going to
trust this matter to God in absolute
faith."
St. Paul says: ''Have that mind
in you that was in Christ Jesus our
Lord." Follow this injunction and
there is no crisis that you can't
met by this wisdom and this power.
TI5IE ENOUGH LEFT
FOR GOOD GARDENS
There is still time to have good
late gardens, according to the
Kentucky College of Agriculture
and Home Economics. Persons who
failed to get an early start at gardening should not be discouraged,
it is pointed out. There is still time
to start vegetables for canning and
storing.
Vegetables that can be planted
yet include tonNes, cabbage, potatoes, beets, carrots, sweet corn,
squash, Chinese cabbege, turnips.
soybeans for food, and most kinds
of beans.
Tiimatoes for canning are usually
set
June and may be started untr July 1. Tomatoes are easy to
grow and yield well, and should
be grown in abundance for canning, says the college.
Snap beans should be planted
heavily in June for canning and
drying. Pole and bush limas may
be planted through June, and the
regular pole beans may be planted
up to August 1.
Sweet corn can be planted "as
late as July 20. Chinese cabbage
should be started August 1 and
turnips sowed about August 15.
Irish potatoes should be planted around July 1, for the second or
main crop.
Cabbage, beets and carrots grow
up to freezing weather and then

store well. There is still plenty
of time to grow them. Squash
store well. Winter squash may be
sowed until July 1 and summer
squash until July 20.
The general food situation calls
for extra attention to gardening, it
is stated. In some instances store
shelves already have been about
bare, and home-produced food may
help out next fall and winter.
RECIPE OF THE WEEK

AIR CONDITIONING
In Your Home or Business
AUTOMATIC OIL-BURNING
WATER HEATERS
ATTIC EXHAUST FANS

The
BRONZOLEUM

B. & B. SUPPLY CO.

Concrete Burial Yara

Plumbing — Heating — Electrical

/raven Doyen&Wiz .
Boasty
rermanonse
Strome%

417 Main Street

Phone 110

Fulton, Ky

See Us For Your—

VETERINARY SUPPLIES!

kid Only nun
DIroollwa
Nods owl Ilionsog

KATTERJOHN
:oncrete Products

We have a good supply of popular veterinary

Periunk. HI.

'supplies, and vvill be glad to fill your needs.
HOG CHOLERA.
STOCK TONICS,

POULTRY POWDER
WORM CAPSULES

VETERINARY SYRINGES and NEEDLES

FULTON, KY.

NEW OWL

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Day or Night—Phone 7

OFFICE SUPPLIES OUR SPECIALTY

DRUG COMPANY

We handle the Famous BRONZOLEUM Vaults

Typewriters, Adding Machines and Cash
Registers Carefully Repaired
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FULTON WALLPAPER & OFFICE SUPPLY
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Dad's Day-Sunday, June 16

Fulton, Ky.

Our list of satisfied custoiners is steadily
growing, because we strive to give every job
personalized attention that assures satisfaction.
We take pride in rolling out those smashed
up fenders and make them look like new.
AND WHEN IT COMES TO BODY WORK
AFTER YOUR CAR HAS BEEN IN A WRECK
WE TAKE SPECIAL PAINS TO MAKE THE
"OLD BUS" DRIVE AND RIDE LIKE NEW.
We not only do a good job, but believe that
we can save you money.

For

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

See us for your New Patterns in Wall Papers,
Paints, Varnishes, Finishers and Supplies.

We Specialize In
Body and Fender Work

SEE US

A cbokie recipe- which calls for
no sugar, and is conservative in
the amount of fat and flour used,
is recommended by the Kentucky
College of Agriculture and Home
Economics. It makes about 60
coctkies.
Oatmeal Cookies
1-2 cup fat
,
1 cup sorghum or corn syrup
1 egg beaten
1 1-2 cups sifted flour
1-2 teaspoon salt
2 teaspoons baking powder
1-4 cup milk
1 1-2 cups oatmeal
1-2 cup nuts
1 cup seedless raisins
Cream the fat and add the syrup
mixed with the beate.1 egg. If sor-

Our Nation-Wide Affiliations
Enables us to serve familes who have moved to •
distant cities

INTERIOR
DECORATING?

COMPANY
304 Walnut Street
Phone 85

ghum is used, omit the baking brown in a moderately hot oven,
powder and add 1-2 teaspoon of so- 375 to 400 degrees. Ftemove from
da to the dry ingredients. Sift to- the sheet while hot. Two teaspoons
of cinnamon may be added to the
gether the dry ingredients, with
recipe if desired.
the exception of the oatmeal, and
Menu: Baked fish with parsley
add with the milk to the first mix- and lemon, lima beans, spinish, rad,
(Tre. Add the ground oatmeal, ishes and onions, corn muffins, butchopped nuts and raisins. Mix weli. ter and oatmeal cookies and berries.
Drop by spoonfuls onto a greased
baking pan. Bake to a golden .11Subscrthe Now 1.;.r THE NEWS!
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Remember Dad on "His Day" with a nice
yr)

Gift from our Men's Department.
He's a jolly, good fellow, no one can deny,
and you can make his day complete by giving
him some token that will express your thoughtfulness and love.

L. KASNOWS

"EXPERIENCE TELLS"

"THE FAMILY STORE"

BUN STOKER

448 Lake St.

Fencler and Body Service
Martin Highway Phone s188-M Fulton, Ky.
dor l(10(41.*.r1.5.(it
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Fulton, Ky.
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ANSWER TO—LAST WEEK'S QUIZ
TRUE—Water Cress, Clover, Wood Sorrel, and Nonesuch, is answer to question: Four plants at least, have
been known as Shamrocks.

Just drop in at our home
furnishing store,and you will
find something nice for him.
A good easy chair, a desk,
a reading lamp, some tool
that he would like to have
for the workshop, etc,
DISTINCTIVE STYLE AND SUPREME
COMFORT IN THESE CHAIRS
We are proud of these chairs and delighted to
make this offer because the materials.in these
chairs are only found in much higher priced
---ones. The low price gives no indication of
their quality or attractiveness—each a wonderful buy.

HANDSOME READING LAMP
Table model, scientifically designed to relieve
eye strain, indirect light for reading comfort—
very attractive. A gift that Dad will appreciate.
514.00

LOUNGE CHAIR AND OTTOMAN
Solid comfort and good looks at a real saving
Packed full of fine coil springs, deeply padded
and covered with richly colored, long-wearing tapestry.

$59.50
PLATFORM ROCKERS
These fine rockers are built for real comfort
and enjoyment. They will provide many happy moments for Dad, or any other member
of the family.

TAKE moon Rou-sm. Five
tubes, no aerial or ground
needed. Outstanding tone.
Walnut cabinet, unusually
sryled.Large,easy•
to•read

SomORadios
PgreAlAstivirof
In radio,it's tone,ofcourse, that's
most important. And for tone;
you think of SONORA, pioneer in
tone engineering for over 30
years. Came in and hear these new
=odds —then you be the judge.

MODEL 209
$37.95

$33.95
Choice of Packard or Schick Electric Razors
Each $15.00
An excellent gift for Dad

MECHANICAL PENCILS
Propels and repels the lead _

Cigaret Lighter
Match
Only
The everlasting match.

DELUXE MODEL ELECTRIC PRESSER
rirtits crease in your pants without cloth or
pressure. Complete with cord and plug.
Only $2.15

$2.25

CIGARETTE CASES
Will hold package of 20 cigarettes.
Only
$1.00
REYNOLDS FOUNTAIN PEN
Gauranteed for four years without filling.
Has the famous ball point.
Only $12.95
GEM SAFETY RAZOR SET
Micromatic type, in travel case with 5 blades.
Only $1.25
GILLETTE GOLD TECH RAZOR
Set complete with travel case and 5 blades.
Only 79c

$1.25

FLASHEAT ELECTRIC WATER HEATER •
Hot water on short notice. May be used anywhere. Just plug it in.
Only
$4.95
FLASHLIGHTS
New Metal or Plastic
Priced at $1.00
SMOKING STANDS
All Metal

$1.25

$1.00

$1.25 to $15.50

FLOURESCENT BEDROOM LAMP
Complete with tube

$7.95 to $10.95

FULTON ELECTRIC --8e- -FURNITURE0N,COt
319-323 WALNUT STREET

ERNEST LOWE, Manager

PHONE 100
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Pvt. Arval Jones spent the week man this week.
sachusetts. Monday.
fail to make spiritual integrity the
In the present unsettled eboMrs. Charlie Sloan of Cayce, and
end in Latham.
The time has come, the Direc- very foundational
nomic
their
and political picture, the
in
stone
Carthal Wheeler left for his phy- her daughter of Union City visited tors affirmed, when representa3,1r. Thomas, Wray, Harold Dean sical examination before induction Mrs. Sloan's mother, Mrs.
W. W. tives of all social and religious structures, they will have labored ChrIstian Scientists' official govBowlin, Cordell Liggons and a
erning body envisaged conditions
Preuett Sunday.
into the Army, last Tuesday.
systems are being called upon to in viiir•"
Melton boy ran a ear off the creek
Mrs. Bob Powell and Flyn have give something more convincing
Awareness of the basic national fraught with the same evil conseFriends of this community are
bridge near Sam Brundige's place
sympathy with the family of Mr. returned home from a visit with than promises, preachments, and need for divine guidance evoked quences as in Franklin's day. And
last Sunday. They were cut up in
Wesmorland, who passed a- her son, Robert Powell and fami- paganistic pageantries to sustain a profound statement from Ben- they assured the Annual Meeting
and bruised considerably, but not Jim
the faith of their fellows, and to jamin Franklin during the heated that "it is just as true now as it
Wednesday at his son, ly in Long Beach. Calif.
seriously. They were carried to Ful- way last
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Bransford provide for a lasting peace.
Lesley's in the 13th District. He
Constitutional Convention in Phil- was then that without God's guidton hospital for treatment.
Oak Grove on Thurs- and son left one day last week for
at
buried
was
If
adelphia,
these
which
systems
Directors ance and the spiritual support of
the
are
to
survive,
Dr. and Mrs. J. E. Taylor are in
day, Jackson and Sons in charge. their home in Long Beach, Cilia. declared the official spokesmen ,?ited as still apropos in today's the cluirch, no government, either
Illinois this week.
Parents and tear_thers met at Bible Mrs. Bransford has been attelging of the v,•orld-embracing Christian problems. Quoting the familiar national or international, can su,cUnion school last Tuesday and the bed side of her mother, Mrs. D. Science
movement. they must Scriptural passage, "Except the cessfully cope with these diffimade a large quantity of kraut for D. Davis, who was very ill for sev- "furnish proof that the iideals for Lord build the house, they labour culties."
otPLA.L.
•
eral weeks. but is now reported to which they stand can be made
the lunch room.
of in vain that build it," Franklin
Mrs. Beauton Noe, who is conval- be improving.
practical use in advancing the cul- added: " I firmly believe this: and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Powell and tural, economic and spirituol
REPAIR WORK
escing from an owiatior is at her
wel- I also believe that without His
•21 , 7 f :
C.
,
l•
sisters, Mrs. Carlos Blackard in daughter of near Fulton visited Mr. fare of the race."
concurring aid we shall succeed
am
now able to do some
I
and Mrs. Bob Powell, and Mr. and
Latham.
FULTON, KENTUCKY
This statement from the Direc- in this political building no bettei
repair
work 011 watches and
Mrs.
Sunday.
Mosely,
E.
C.
Mrs. Bernice Glasgow had sevtors was given before thousands than the builders of Babel;' we;
invite your patronage.
TODAY AND SATURDAY
eral of her,friends and neighbor,
of Christian Scientists attending shall be divided by our little, par-1
ROUTE FIVE
Double Feature
at a brush demonstration last
the first peacetime Annual Meet- tial local interest . . . And what '
R. M. KIRKLAND
Thursday.
ing in five years, many of vvhom is worse, mankind may hereafteiH
Jeweler
Bro.
o'clock,
Next Sunday at 2
So much sickness on Route Five. came from countres long shut off from this unfortunate instance de-1
MAIN STREET
J. E. Choate will preach his final
The Beecher Finch's family im- from the world
by war. They spair of establishing governments1
FULTON
KY.
sermon at Bible Union, as he is proving.
brought with them vital lessons by human wisdom and leave it to
41p-ej
entering Peabody at an early date.
Mrs. Dalter Permenter, who has from. the troubled
years just chance, war, and conquest."
ama
ziepwtaoo.....
You are invited.
been ill for several weelcs is now passed to emphasize the Directors'
Mr. Dean Morrison and wife are able to be up part time.
contention that "the supreme duty'
—Plus—
Orvin
moving to a tenant house on
Randall Potts, who was recover- of statesmen' and churchmen at,
Morrison*s place from Fluton this ing from milk leg went to the hos- this crucial hour is to use every
ROY ROGERS
week.
pital this week with a spider bite.
means at their command to preIn
Mrs. Rainier at Jones Clinic suf- veit another world conflict and to
Mrs. Ivalls has been quite ill at
7,
1".
,
"?
Along The Navajo Trail her daughters, Mrs. Sam Reeds fering from a complication of de- bind up the unhealed wounds left
•
seases.
near Fulton.
by the last one."
Comedy—Hare Remover
4
Several from this community atTwo Of hlose Pugh's children
"This is no time for them to retended_ the funeral of Mr, Estes with colds or perhaps whooping sort either to subterfuge
Sunday - Monday - Tuesday
or agRogers at; Ruthville 'last Wednes- caugh.
gression as a means of extending
5ok
day.
Bettie Ridgeway, cold and ear the political
Aiwa."
influence
of any
ache.
4
church Or state." the statement
t;
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Muzzall and said.
ROPER NEWS
children, flu and other complica.n
"-Continuing on' these lines, the
mescal:on
Mr. and Mrs. Jot Atvvill and tions.
Directors insisted that "there is
•
Mr. Earl Hedge's children ill
Johnie visited Mrs. D. D. Davis and
no room in the church for politics,
Also—Fox Nev,,s
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Workman Sun- with colds.
and in a democratic system of govday.
Mrs. Tilmon OliVer, malaria and ernment there is no roo min poliWEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
Mr. and Mrs. John Culherson, other complications.
tics for the church. There is, howSo many old neighbors passing ever, alvvays room in politics for
Mrs. Cledge Owens. Mrs. James
4'
.
• .
Howard Owens spent the day Sun- on. Wayne Meecham, Estus Rogers, the moral sense of religion."
<'',Fillt
""
z
;1111.1
Mrs.
Kindred.
John
sorry
We
are
day
with
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Ed
Fteace,
I .
Applying that statement with
stcrring ROBERT MONTGOMERY
for their going, and entend sym- equal force to
near Union City.
national and interMrs. Murrall Williams and sons pathy.
:OHN WAYNE • DONNA REM
national
affairs, the
Directors
Mr. Bud Palmer had a strokc added: "It makes
of near Cayce visited her parents,
•Hot. luscious Cinnamon Buns at
little difference
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Henry Thurs- this week. The children are all at whether it be a
a moment's notice! Fleischmann'i
Fox News
conflict between
day afternoon of last week.
his bed side.
Fast Rising Dry
Yeast is alwayt
political ideologies and religious
ready for quick action . . . keeps
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Emily and dogmas or an open
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lswie Atwill
warfare _befresh for weeks on your pantry shelf.
visited Mrs.' Atwill's "parentS, Mr. son are visiting her mother, Mrs. tvien armect forces;
the results
IF YOU BAKE AT HOME—jusr dissolve
and Mrs. Archie Stallins in St. Bobbie Williams and brothers, Hale are always stultifying.
according to directions on the packLouis a few days last week.
and Dral Williams.
IIIMIaaUCLAIINK•aiz•-JOINIIN
"If those
who are today enage, then use as fresh yeast At
Mrs. Roy D. Taylor and son, Joe, Herman Matheny of Memphis was
your
gaged in the grave task of building
grocer's.
of near Fulton visited her parents, home this week end with his motha world government for the purMr. and Mrs. R. A. Fields last er. Mrs. Crit Matheny.
pose of
establishing permanent
Friday afternoon.
Mrs. Floretta Hendon is visiting
and univercal peace on earth, fail
Mesdames,
Roy
Watts
and
Herman
Mrs.
Richard
Semmons
of
Union
FULTON, KENTUCKY
to turn to God for guidance and
City visited her mother, Mrs. Nina Potts and will be with her mother,
Mrs.
Holmes
when
she
is
able
Clark,
to
Sunday.
TODAY AND SATURDAY
Mrs. James Howard Owens visit- leave the hospital.
Mr. John Thoma.s Cannon is
ed her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
quite ill at the home of his son, near
Atwill Friday.
wait
Mrs. R. A. Fields is visiting her Williams school house.
KIRBY
Mr. Fred Thomas and Ora have
sister, Mrs. Mary Johnston at HickGRANT
been with their sister, Mrs. Cora
FUZZY KNIGHT
Roach, who is very ill for the past
several days.
Accurate
Comedy and Serial
Mrs. Mose Pugh was called this
WORKMANSHIP
week to her sister at Mayfield on
SUNDAY-MONDAY
At Low Cost the death of their little son. The
second death in this family of
Watches Clocks and Elmo
DANA ANDREWS in
Pieces et All Kinds Asses:ratemeasles, whooping caugh and pneuly Repaired at Low Cost by—
monia in the last few weeks.
State Fair
ANDREWS
In technicolor
FIRST CHURCH OF CHRIST,
JEWELRY COMPANY
Comedy and Serial
SCIENTIST HELD ANNUAL
MEETING AT BOSTON, MASS.
It is with sadness in our hearts, and
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Stays fresh -on your pantry shelf
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Friends and Customers

TUES. - WED. - THURS.
Double Feature

FOR

HEALTH'S SAKE—

EDDIE BRACKEN
VERONICA LAKE
—in—

Hold That Blonde

SEE YOUR

CHIROPRA.CTIC
PHYSICIAN
PHONE 450

Plu.s

DR. B. L. DAVIS

Strange Conquest

Upstairs Over Fry Shoe Store
FULTON, KENTUCKY

Until alit responsible government heads are made; to realizc
that the measure of a nation's true
greatness is thIs spiritual stature
of its people, rather than its physical resources, there can be no end
to the conflict betwem materially
mental forces that
precipitated
World War II, The Christian Science Board of Directors told the
Annual Meeting of The Mother
Church, The First Church of
Christ. Scientist, in Boston, Mas-

1,fr

Pause...and refresh

with deep regret, that we are
compelled at this time to announce to our dear friends and customers for
so many years, that we are lqtaving Fulton.

co

Back in 1923, nearly a quarter of a century ago, we came to Fulton,
and entered the merchantile business with our brother Louis Kasnow, at:
448 Lake-st, and since that time we have made many friends,
and our,
children have been born and reared here.

v

But due to my health, I am forced to retire from the dry goods business at this time. and my family and I will move to St. Louis.
illrt is with the deepest gratitude in my heart that I have known you
good people, and I sincerely appreciate any favors that have beer), granted
me while a citizen of this good community.

1

I hope that you will continue to visit the L. Kasnow store in the future
as you have in the past, as my brother will remain here.

•
•

Sincerely,
••
—""A''s•fss,

so,

Pt O

A\

U f P•I Off

k\

at home

si`

Joe Kasnow
and Family

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE
COCA COLA COMPANY BY

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.. Inc.
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